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Preface 
Yfaen subject material was considered for a research pro-
ject no problem seemed to be of more interest than finding 
answers to the questions! "What has happened in the early adoptive 
placement program of the Kansas Childress Service League? How 
many children were placed and how many of the placements were 
successful?* 
During the past several years, the "writer has had the 
opportunity to observe changes in child welfare praotioes 
concerning adopt ion* There has been a shift of emphasis from 
"placement of tested babies" to a more concentration of effort 
toward finding "tested families who were willing and able to 
adopt very young children in need of homes" • 
The purpose of the research was to gain information 
which may be of use to agency staff in handling current problems 
of early placement and to provide evidence for the need of cau-
tion or reooumiendation in future policy making oonoerninc agency 
procedures on adoptive planning* Although the total group of 
early placements in the period studied numbered only thirty-two, 
it was anticipated that even though the group is small, enough 
data could be obtained to point to the probable value or lack of 
value in placing babies early and to indicate areas that would 
tend to require particular caution in making decisions for the 
placement of very young children* 
The writer wl»hm to eaqpore®» gratitude and appreciation 
to Miss Marie G* Scott* Executive Director* md to the staff of 
the iMmm Children1 s Serrice League for their help in case 
finding and for information concerning the hietory, policies and 
practice of the agency* which h&e been incorporated into the 
material for this research project. 
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CHAPTER I 
IHTROIXJCTION 
Early adoptive placement has long been a recognized 
practice by reputable agencies* Humorous studies have been made 
which concur in findings that would tend to validate the de~ 
sirability of such practiced However, the exact age vihen a 
particular child can best be placed must bo determined by many 
factors in each individual case* 
For this study a maximum age of sixbytwo days or two 
calendar months was chosen in order to gain a sufficient number 
of cases for the project and to eliminate the possibility of hav-
ing to include those cases in which a child would have been given 
a two month1 s psychological test immediately prior to placement* 
2 
The Agency had used testing programs including one month age 
tests but these tests were usually followed by a re-evaluation at 
two months or were administered because there was scene question 
about tho child1 s development which, if true, would preclude 
early placement* 
Definition of Early Placemont 
In order to clarify the type of cases which were included 
^Discussed on pages L4i* 
Kansas Children1 s Service League* 
2. 
In this study, early placement was defined ast the placemen* of 
a young child by an adoptive agency with foster adoptive parents 
when the baby is two calendar months or less in age and has not 
been given a psychological test* 
Previous Studies Concerning Sarly Placement 
In 1946, Dorothy Hutchinson** a member of the faculty of 
the Hew Tork School of Sooial Work, gave a report at the Annual 
Meeting of the National Conference of Social Work, held in 
Buffalo, Hew Tork, entitled, "Re-examination of Some Aspects of 
Casework in Adopt ion*" The report emphasised that the normal de-
pendence of mother and child should be capitalised by adoption 
agencies through the practice of early placement* The fact was 
also noted that the natural mother who is giving her child for 
adoption could seldom be helped by a delayed decision after the 
baby was born* 
Hary Elisabeth Fairweathor, supervisor of adoptions for 
the Children9 s Services in Cleveland, Ohio, presented a paper at 
the Annual Meeting of the National Conference of Social Work in 
Atlantic City, May 1951, on the subject of "Early Placements in 
Adoption*** The author emahasised that delays in placemen* of 
children for the purpose of "protection" for either the child or 
the foster family was an attcnpt to provide something which was 
^Dorothy Hutchinson, "Re-examination of Some Aspects of 
Casework in Adoption", Child Welfare League of America Bulletin, 
November 1946, pp* 4-14* 
*Bary Elisabeth Fairweather, "Early Placements in Adoption"* 
Child Welfare, March 1952, pp* S~8* 
3* 
of no bensfit to oither one and was a practice for which the 
general public could well critloiee the adoption agency* 
In 1952, Kenneth Dick, Administrative Assistant of the 
8t* Louis Family and Children's Agency, conducted an extensive 
study of early placement problems* He included in his study the 
findings of Dr* Adrian Bleyer*s rosoaroh project concerning the 
inoidence of defects in the newly born* Tho fact that Dr*> Bleyer 
had reported tpon 5*150 live births in the St* Louis hospitals and 
of this number only 3*8 per cent gave any ovldenoo of laajor defoot* 
seeeaed very significant to Mr* Diofc* nifore important was the fact 
that of these children with defects* there were few instances whero 
xaedioal problems could not have been anticipated from the child's 
background* 
The Child Y/elfare League of Anorioa instigated a com-
prehensive self study of its xnsrabor aftenoios on a nation wide 
basis In 1948* followed by a Work Shop in 1951 and a third study 
and Work Shop in 1954-55* In the latter study* all professions 
wero invited to participate including social work* low* genotios* 
religion and others whose skills are called upon to help with 
7 
adoptive procedures* 
Criteria for Early Placement 
Out of these studios oonduoted by the Child Nelfare League 
^Kenneth Dick* "Towards Earlier iJlacecient in Adoption** 
Social Casework* January 1955* pp* 22-27* 
a 
Dick* loo* olt* 
7Soolal Work Year Book* 1957* p. 85* 
of Amerioa, cane orlteria for early placement which include the 
following requirements as essential and desirablo for the eon-
summation of early adoptivo placement! 
1* A plan for early placement must bo sound and 
satisfying to tho natural parent or parents with 
proper legal clearance* 
2. A favorable background and medical history of 
tho child should be available* 
3* Physical normalcy in tho child must be included 
in the early findings by the podiatrioian and 
staff* 
4* Adoptive parents must be available who can 
accept tho unknown* of early placement* 
CHAPISR II 
A BRIE? HISTORY OF THE AGENCY'S INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES COM-
CERNniG EARLY ADOPTIVE PLACEMENTS 
Tho Kansas Children's Service League, a state-wide, 
private child caring agenoy incorporated in 1893, haß always 
been interested in providing the best possible service to children 
in the State of Kansas* Although there is minimum documentary 
evidence to support such a statement9 the League has been working 
•Boward the practice of early adoptive placement for a long time* 
As early as 1942, the supervisory staff of the 
agency was aware of conditions which did not 
promote the best practices in adoptive placement* 
The actual growth and development of the agency 
itself contributed many of tho probleos which 
were evident to the oasercrork ateff as they studied 
the deterrents for the early placement of children 
in the care of the League* 
The League had coos into being as an agency pioneering 
in the use of foster boarding homes for the care of children who 
night otherwise have been retired to enter an orphanage or 
custodial hone* Adoption was not popular as it is today and many 
of the children remained in foster boarding homes for a lonp; time 
until an adopt ivo home could be found* Boarding parents received 
a great deal of satisfaction from bein^ able to watch the growth 
Personal interview with Mies Marie C. Scott, former Agenoy 
Case Supervisor for the League, now Executive Director, August 28 e 
1958* 
5. 
6* 
and development of a ohild in their home and they gained a feel-
ing of achievement when the ohild left their care to go into 
adoption ae an attractive looking youngster* These same boarding 
parents were unhappy if asked to relinquish the care of a ohild 
before there was evidence "that they had done a good job** Be-
cause many of the League Boarding Parents served over a long 
period of time it was hard for them to move with the agency toward 
the planning for early placements* Those who tried found less 
satisfaction when asked to care for a baby and then release it 
with the baby still suffering from colicky spells or before they 
had been able to watch the ohild learn to smile and respond to 
their own display of affection. In other words, the original 
practices and policies of the agency later became deterrents to 
possible plans for early adoptive placements* 
Another set of oirouastances* peculiar to the League, 
which started as a constructive and cooperative project in the 
field of child welfare* actually imaaobilised work for s&rly place-
ment* Beginning about 1984* when the Tfiohlta Child Guidance 
Center and the Menninger Foundation were becoming well organised 
for research in the field of infant testing* children in the care 
e 
of the League were used for testing subjects* Techniques in 
testing were developed and information about the rate of develop-
ment of the babies was gained but soon there was evidence that a 
Sibylle Eaoalona* *TTse of Infant Tests for Predictive 
Purposes*11 Bulletin of Menninger Clinic* July 1950, pp* 117-129* 
7. 
Ibid*, p* 29# 
program, designed to faoilitato prop or placement of children 
actually impeded the process* Psychologists often delayed 
placement in order to oheck and reoheck their findings* 
In 1954, a survey of the services of tho League was made 
by the Child "Welfare League of Amerioa and examples of needless 
m 
delay in placement were found* In her report, tho consultant 
pointed out, "the reluctance of the Psychologist to say that a 
child was within normal range delayed placement several months* 
Even when f ound normal at three months of age, a request had been 
made for further testing in order to observe general behavior** 
The recommendation was made that, "placements be planned without 
the use of psychological tests if there were findings of normalcy 
by the staff pediatrician and the social worker*• 
Por more than fifteen years the League had been involved 
in a psychological testing program for each child in care* It 
proved to be a long and difficult procedure to break with such 
planning and to make adoptive placements of very young babies who 
were too immature for accurate psychological testing* 
At the present time the League is moving toward the solu-
tion of another deterrent to early placement, namely the formula-
tion of working arrangements with staffo of maternity homes who 
wish to refer a mother and child for adoptive placement* A plan 
3Virginia Speirs, Published Survey of Child Ylelfare League 
of America for the Kansas Children1 jjj Service League, (1954), p* 28+ 
8* 
^Geoffrey Martin, LUD** Director of Maternal and Child 
Care, Kansas State Board of Health* lecture at League offioe* 
January B f 195B* 
now enables a staff pediatrician from the Agency to examine the 
child soon after birth without waiting until both mother and baby 
leave tho Home* Since a child of two or three days of age oma 
show evidence of natural endowment^ it is the belief of tho staff 
that early placements can be substantially increased with such 
arrangements* 
OHiPTEß III 
PLAN FOB MA3KNQ IHK STOW OF YIHKfY-TvTO CASES 
Purpose 
Tho outlinod purpose of this study was fourfold* 
1« To explore the evidence for recommendation and for caution 
regarding tho early adoptive placement of children by the League* 
2* To observe tho incidence of health problems which oxiet at the 
timo of placement or which develop following oarly placomenfc* 
3« To note significant relationships concerning the aje of tho 
ohild vÄien firsrfc examined by the pediatrician and tho time inter-
vals between subsequent steps in the adoptive placemen* process* 
4* To initiate a research study of early placements which can 
be used as a preliminary study of agency oasos available for 
more extensive study and follow \xp after tho children have reached 
various levels of development* 
3 cope 
The focus of this study was limited to the problonis and 
policies of a single agonoy« Because no oarly placemento -were 
made by tho League prior to 1954, the timo limitationo for material 
used will of necessity begin with that year. Since the agency holds 
custody of each child during a twelve month's si^ervisory period 
following placement and since leagel adoption oannot bo consummated 
9 . 
10* 
Without the Leagued consent, only those oases woro included in 
thin study where placement vrae xaado on or before December 1957* 
with the expectation that consent for adoption vrill have boon given 
as of the time of this study in 1958-590 
In anticipating the study of the so thirtytw> oases many 
questions came to mind which could not bo included for lack of 
time. For example, it would have been useful to know more about 
tho ago, eduoation, employment and previous experience of persons 
who were willing to accept tho unknowns of a vor;- young ohild born 
to someone else* 
The legal aspects of each case could well be a study in 
itself • The date that the mothor made hor decision as related to 
the date that the child went into placement could be of consider-
able oonoorn because there aro ^slips and delays* which cannot 
be anticipated until on agency has tho assigned right to take 
steps to gain legal olearanoe for tho ohild* If the mothor is 
a ^married unmarried mother** legal problems aro multiplied and 
plans for placement must be delayed until all parties concerned 
oan be reached and proper procedures completed* 
Tho prohlatio of pressure of work within tho agency oan be 
recognised as a real deterrent to tho practice of oarly placement* 
Table 1 shows that daring tho year of 1956, when the greatest 
number of children were placed for adoption, fewer early ̂ placements 
were made* Such situations as summer vacations, eise of case load* 
winter weather conditions within a community could well be deterrents 
to early placement* 
11* 
For this study, speoifio nodical aspects were the chief 
concern* Tho age of each child was determined by the dates when 
first examined by the staff pediatrician, when approved by the 
doctor as a candidate for adoption, and -when the child was placed 
with his new adoptive foster parents* Ifedical records on each 
oiiild were examined for information prior to time of plaosment, 
at the time of placement and during the supervisory period* Ill-
nesses and other problems wore noted alon̂ , With the method of treat*" 
ment and handling of the troubles by tho footer paroats and/or the 
agency* 
Material and general information about the mother* s health 
prior to the child1 s birth were examined in connection with 
problems from whioh the child night suffer* Special attention 
was given to the background history of the one child who was 
apparently normal at birth but was later found to bo Mongoloid** 
Method 
Caae finding for this study was of major concern and 
necessitated searching the agency1 a master file of all completed 
S 
adoptions which included placements since 1893« Fortunately a 
change was made in the color of the file cards in 1940 which in-
dicated the more recent oases* In order to further expedite case 
finding, staff members were questioned about thoir knowledge of 
*See Chapter VII, A Special Study of Case Number 10* 
o 
Placement of a two year old child in Rice County, Ootober 
1893, was first adoptive activity recorded in files* 
12. 
vary young babies who might have boon plaoed for adoption through 
the agency* Hone could be recalled prior to 1961. The search 
was then arbitrarily limited to 1950 and for placements which 
were made at three months or less in age. 
Records of two babies were found whose age when plaoed 
was approximately three months. These two placements were made 
by the agenoy in 1951. Ho early placements were found in 1952. 
In 1953, reoords allowed the placement of three infants who were 
under three months but over two months of age* Not until 1954 
was an adoptive placement recorded of a child less than two 
months old at the time of placement* 
In addition to locating records of children whose adop-
tions were completed, and in order to learn of any children who 
might have been placed for adoption and then removed from the 
home, a cross check was made using yearly and monthly reports 
for the years 1954 through 1957* Only one such case was found, 
a baby girl who appeared normal at birth and at the time of 
placement but later showed Mongoloid traits. 
Following the ease finding of all children who had been 
placed by the agency at three months of age or younger, a brief 
survey of the records revealed that some of the babies who had 
been plaoed at three months had been approved for adoption with 
an evaluation by a psychologist. In order to rule out the variable 
of psychological testing, the group for this project was limited 
to all babies placed by the agency from 1954 through 1957, on or 
before the child was two months or less in age. None of these 
IS» 
babies had been given psychological evaluations. Thirty»I*» 
oases constituted the universe for this study* 
Table 1 shows the distribution of early placements by 
years and the total number of adoptions made by the League each 
year during the four year period* It can be observed that early 
placements are lets than 10 per cent of the total placements for 
this period of the agency1 s service* 
Table 1 
TOTAL ADOPTIVE PLACEMENTS BY YEAR, HOHBEB AND SEC OF EAJSLY 
ADOPTIVE PLACEMENTS 1954 THROUGH 196? 
Total All 
Agas 
Early PleottMntt 
(2 mas. or lass) Boya Glrla Removed 
Totals 863 32 14 18 X 
1954 6« 1 * *• 1 *• m 
1966 86 8 2 6 *>** 
1966 106 7 2 5 i 
1967 96 16 10 6 • mm 
In order to facilitate the gathering of information about 
each child a schedule was devised for use in studying the in-
dividual eases* Ho personal contact was made with any ohJLld ox* 
adoptive parent for the puxpose of gaining information for iäxlm 
study• Howeverf agency case workers who worked with the children 
and their supervisors were questioned about material "Which xaigjxfc 
not have been recorded in the case file* 
Fortunately each child1 s case included information abotrfc 
14* 
See Appendix A for copy of Schedule* 3 
the natural parents, the service given to the natural mother and 
the medioal records of tho child from birth or from the date the 
child was placed in the care of the League* Chronological reoord-
ings of the child's development in the boarding home, a description 
and recording of the choice of family for the child together with 
a record of all supervisory visits and contacts with the adoptive 
family prior to the legal adoption of the ohild provided a very 
complete picture of the adoptive processes in action* Medical 
examinations which were required at the termination >cf the super* 
visory period were available for comparison with the last examina-
tion of tho ohild by tho staff pediatrician just boforo the child 
was placed in tho adoptive home* 
g 
The schedule for recording included general information 
concerning vital statisticsi name, birthdate, sex, the name of 
the adoptive family, the address and the date when the child was 
placed in the adoptive home* The date that the natural mother 
was referred to the agency for service was also recorded* 
Each case was given an Identification number which in-
dicated the chronological order of the placements ovor the four 
year period* Following the ID numbers which ran from one to 
thirty-two, a year was also indicated for ease in identifying and 
handling of the case material* For exaraplo# Case number fifteen-
fifty-six would indicate that this particular child was the 
fifteenth child to have been placed at two months or younger and 
16* 
tho plaoono2it was made In 1956* On tho sohedulo thero was also 
provision for the agenoy filo number of the case in order to have 
somo moans of knowing tho particular office from which the case 
originated* 
In gathering medical inf orraation tho date and age of the 
ohild was recorded at time of first examination, approval for 
adoption and adoptive placement* From these dates and ages the 
lapse of tiine between the three activities oould be computed for 
eaoh individual cose* 
General questions were used for gaining information about 
illnesses and problems* Tho foster parent1 s attitudes during the 
supervisory period wero noted* In case of an illness which might 
be of an hereditary nature, tho caso history of tho mother wae 
given particular attention* 
If the adoption had been completed, the date of legal 
action was recorded* If adoption did not take place or was do-
layed, this fact was also noted* 
Through tho use of these schedules, much more information 
was gathered than could bo used for this study* Tho consisted 
schedules and the list of the three month ago group of placements 
will be held In tact in order to faoilltoto later studies con-
cerning early placements* 
CHAPTER IV 
AGE OF INFANTS AS RELATED TO PROGRESSIVE STEPS IK ADOPTION 
In planning this initial study of thirty-two early adoptive 
placements by the Kansas Childrenfs Service League* a chief concern 
was to gather information about the length of time the natural 
mother was known to the agency before the birth of the child* the 
age of the child when first examined by the agency1 s staff physician* 
the age of the child when found to be a suitable candidate for 
adoption and the age of the child when placed in an adoptive home* 
TOien this material was available and tabulated from the study of 
the cases, calculations were made in order to compute the lapse of 
time between each step in the adoptive process* The material in« 
eluded in this chapter will not only pertain to the questions on 
the schedule but will also include tabulations concerning the time 
lapse between the date when the ohild was first examined and the 
date of approval and subsequent steps in the adoptive placement 
process* 
Length of Time That Mother Was Known 
concerning the natural mothers of the babies in this stucjy* it was 
learned that some of the mothers were not known to the agency prior 
mis 
By observing and recording material from the case records 
16* 
17. 
Table 2 
LENGTH OF TIME BY MONTHS MOTHER WAS KNOWN TO A GEN CI PRIOR TO BIRTH 
OF CHILD X9$k THROUGH 1&6 
Length of Time Number of Cases 
Total 32 
Qbknown prior to birth of child h 
Known to agency lees than 1 month 1 
Known to agency 1 to 2 months 6 
Known to agency 2 to 3 months 3 
Known to agency 3 to h months 10 
Known to agency h to 5 months h 
Known to agency $ to 6 months 2 
Median length of time - 3 montha* 
Age of Child at Time of First Examination 
by Staff Pediatrician 
Tabulation of the ages of the thirty-two babies at the 
time of first examination showed a range of three to fifty-four 
days* The median age for first examination was seventeen and one-
to the birth of the child. Records revealed that twenty-five of 
the thirty-*two mothers were given care in maternity homes before 
the birth of the child* Five others were delivered in hospitals* 
One mother was known to the agency but chose to be confined at her 
own home, while another mother, unknown to the agency* delivered 
her own baby, unattended, and then called the agency for help* 
18. 
Table 3 
AGE BY DAIS* OF CHILD AT TIME OF FIRST EXAMINATION 19$h THROUGH 
1957 
Age by Days Humber of Cases 
Total 32 
1 - 9 days 5 
10 - 19 days 15 
20 - 29 days 6 
30 - 39 days h 
U0 - k9 days J. 
5 0 - 5 9 days 1 
^Youngest child 3 days, oldest 5>U days* 
Median age - 17*5> days* 
Age of Child at Time of Approval 
as Adoptive Candidate 
A tabulation of ages at time of approval shows a numerical 
range of eight to fifty-four days. The median age was thirty-seven 
and one-half days and the mode was thirty-one days* There seemed 
to be no observable reason for this wide range in age for this step 
in the adoptive process other than the fact that approvals did tend 
half days. Five out of the thirty-two babies were seen for the 
first time at sixteen days of age. This age was also the mode. 
It was noted that all thirty-tiro children had been seen by the 
staff pediatrician within a week after coining into the care of the 
agency. 
19. 
Table U 
AGE BY DAYS8 OF CHILD 'SHEN APPROVED FOR ADOPTION 195U- THROUGH 
1957 
Age by Days Number of Cases 
Total 32 
1 - 9 days 1 
10 - 19 days 1 
20 - 29 days s 
30 - 39 days 12 
IiO - h$ days 9 
So - 59 days k 
aYoungest child - 8 days, oldest 5>1| days 
lledian age - 37*f> days 
In nine cases the approval for placement was given on the 
same day that the pediatrician made his first examination of the 
baby* This "double step* was taken -when the babies ranged in age 
from eight to fifty-four days in age* 
Age of Child at Time of 
Adoptive Placement 
By observation of Table ̂  and from tabulations of the 
"See Table 5* p. 20 
to come on clinic days which were scheduled for the middle of each 
week (Wednesday) and approvals tended to follow either one, two 
or three weeks after the first examination. 
20. 
Table 5 
AGE BT DATS* OF CHILD WHEN PLACED IH ADOPTIVE WXE 1951* THROUGH 
1957 
Age by Days Ntnriber of Oases 
Total 32 
2 5 - 3k days 1 
35 - it It days 5 
16 - 51» days 15 
5 5 - 61» days 1 1 
Youngest child - 29 days, oldest 6l days* 
Median age - 52 days* 
The above data reveal that no child was placed younger 
than four weeks of age* There seemed to be little or no significant 
relationship between the ages of the child -when first seen by the 
pediatrician and the age that the child was placed in an adoptive 
home* Tii<i child uho was seen first at three days by the staff 
2 
physician was not placed until sixty-one days of age, while a 
%ee Table 3* P» 18* 
respective ages of the babies at tho time each was placed for 
adoption, a range of twenty-nine to sixty-one days was noted. 
The median age for placement was fifty-two days and the mode was 
forty-eight days* With the exception of the one child irtio was 
placed much younger than the others, at twenty—nine days of agef 
all the babies were placed within a range of thirty-six to sixty-
one days* 
21. 
Lapse of Time Number of Cases 
Total 32 
0 - 7 days 12 
8- lit days 3 
15 - 21 days 
CO 
22 - 28 days 3 
2 9 - 3 5 days 5 
36 - h2 days • • t 
JU3 - ii9 days l 
^ine babies were approved on the same day that they were 
first examined by the staff pediatrician. 
Median time lapso - 13> days (two weeks). 
Ibid. 
child not seen until fifty-four days^ was also placed at a similar 
age. 
Lapse of Time between Steps in 
the Adoptive Process 
Because so little was gained from the study of the rela-
tive ages of the children at the time of examination, approval 
for adoption and placement, tabulations were made of the lapse of 
time between each step in the placement process. 
Table 6 
LAPSE OF TIME BY BAYS* BETWEEN FIRST EXASIIHATION AND APPROVAL FOR 
ADOPTION 1952*-THRDUGH 19^7 
22. 
labia 7 
LAPSE OF TIME BY DAYS* BETWEEN FIR3T EXAMINATION AND PLACEMENT 
195k THROUGH 1957 
Lapse of Time Number of Cases 
Total 32 
0 - 9 days 1 
10 - 19 days $ 
20 - 29 days 7 
30 - 39 days 11 
1.0 - l& days 7 
50- 59 days 1 
aLeast time lapse - 7 days (1 week). Langest« 58 days* 
Median tine lapse - 31 days (1 month). 
Table 8 
LAPSE OF TIME BT DATS* BETWEEN APPROVAL FOR ADOPTION AND PLACEMENT 
1951CTHROUGB1-957 
Lapse of Time Number of Cases 
Total 32 
0 - 1 0 days 10 
1 1 - 2 0 days 17 
2 1 - 3 0 days 5 
8Least time lapse - 2 days. 
Median time lapse - Hi days (2 weeks) 
23. 
This study of the lapse of time between approval and 
placement was a little more significant although tho range wae 
two to thirty days* A study of the case of the one child placed 
two days after approval indicated that the placement might have 
been made earlier if the doctor could have been reached for his 
final approval* Legal clearance had been arranged, a home had 
been chosen but this baby happened to have been born during a 
period of extreme winter weather when transportation of babies to 
clinic was unwise if it could be avoided* Henne the unusual timing 
of approval and placement for this child* 
No attempt was made to determine the circumstances of the 
other thirty-one cases in relation to the timing of approval and 
placement* No doubt the weather conditions could have been an 
important factor, especially for those babies placed durinr; the 
winter months. 
The median t3jne lapse between approval and placement was 
fourteen days and this could be viewed as having some significance 
since twenty-four out of the thirty-two babies were placed TriLthin 
two to three weeks after approval as a candidate for adoption* 
Summary 
Through the observation of findings from the tabulations 
of ages of the children, an early and tentative conclusion from 
this limited study might be drawn that there has been little, if 
any, significant relationship between the age of the child nhen 
first seen tjy the physician and the age of the child Tfhen placed 
2h. 
in an adoptive homo. However, upon examination or the findings 
concerning the lapse of tiwe between each step in tho adoptive 
process $ a pattora of activity emerges which could be used as a 
guide for future planning* Since the median lapse of tirce from 
examination to approval was approximately two weeks* followed by 
another sxedian tiae lapse between approval and placement of 
approximately two weeks$ there could be an expectation of pro-
gressively siore early placements by five or six weeks of age, 
provided that the children were made available for examination 
by the pediatrician soon after birth* 
CHAPTER V 
MEDICAL PROBLEMS AT TBS OF ADOPTIVE HOME PLACEMENT 
In studying the case histories of these thirty-two infants, 
there was considerable evidence that so called "perfect babies1* 
did not exist and therefore should not be expected to be available 
to prospective foster parents. Furthermore, even though a child 
might appear to bo without blemish on tho day of placement there 
could be no assurance of continued "perfect health*. 
All thirty-two cases met the criteria for early placement** 
yet eleven of the babies had some illness or problem which was 
considered to fall within the range of normalcy by the examining 
pediatrician when he gave his approval of the child as a candidate 
for adoptive placement. These eleven cases wero subjects for 
special study of background material which might give some history 
or ̂ predisposition" for the problem or illness of the infant. In 
only ono case was there any significant finding. An infant girl, 
Case number twenty-eight - fLfty-seven, who suffered fron a skin 
allergy was knotm to have an older half sibling with a similar 
allergic oondition* 
Five of the babies who were found to have some problem at 
the time of placement, were suffering from a skin or food allergy* 
\or Criteria see Social Work Year Book 19$7> pp. 86-87* 
25* 
26. 
Albert F* Samuelson, M.D., Resident, Topeka Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, interview, March 11, 19$9* 
For these five babies, new parents were chosen who had some 
knowledge and understanding of allergy, and were willing and able 
to help the child by giving love and care* 
One of tho eleven babies had been born with Pectis-ex-
cavatum, commonly called "Shoemaker's Chest" which can be described 
as a deep depression of the mid-line chest bone. As this is not a 
disabling defect, the physician saw no reason to withhold his 
approval for the child's early placement* 
Umbilical hernia is not uncommon in young baJbies and often 
2 
heals spontaneously. There were two examples of this defect among 
the babies in this group. There was also an example of an infant 
boy with a hydrocele. In this case the pediatrician felt that the 
lesion would probably heal itself and found no reason to delay 
placement. Again it was noted that prospective parents for these 
children who had some defect, were chosen with consideration ?iven 
to the fact that the prospective adoptive mother and father had 
knowledge or experience with such problems. 
Eye problems or eye conditions in a very younf: child are 
often of major concern to prospective foster parents, yet two 
children in this group of thirty-two babies had eye defects. One 
baby had an eye that turned in slightly and the other baby was re-
covering from conjunctivitis at time of placement* Both babies 
were placed with parents who felt comfortable about such problems. 
27. 
Table 9 
INCIDENCE OF PROBLEMS OR ILLNESS AT TIWE OF PIACEfc&JT OF THE 
THIRTMfC INFANTS, X9$h THROUGH 1957 
Probleas or Illness Number of Cases 
Total 32 
Eye Problems 2 
hydrocele 1 
Umbilical Hernia 2 
Food Allergy h 
Contusions 1 
Shoemaker's Chest 1 
No Problems 21 
All of the defects and illnesses found among these thirty-
two babies at the time when they were placed in adoptive homes 
were considered to be within the range of normalcy for children 
of this age* Eleven children had some problem, twenty-one had none* 
33D Case # 31-57. 
In both instances the condition healed or modified spontaneously* 
Birthmarks, discolorations and contusions from forcepts 
delivery are problems and conditions which must be faced in the 
placement of very young infants. One child in this group still 
showed contusions on the head at time of placement but his new 
parents felt that "he was their boy, marks and all" * 3 
28. 
Tho medical records of the eleven who had some illness 
or problems at the time of birth revealed that six of the babies 
soon recovered from their early health problem and remained free 
of further troubles daring the supervisory period* However* five 
of the eleven babies who suffered with some kind of problem at the 
time of placement also presented additional problems within the 
first year of life* These five cases will be discussed in the 
subsequent chapter* 
CHAPTER VI 
PROBLEMS AND ILLNESSES WHICH DEVELOPED FOLL07/IKG ADOPTIVE 
PLACEMENT 
It has been the experience of the writer that many adop-
tive parents are not only concerned with what may be wrong with 
the baby at time of placement but what may develop in the future* 
One purpose of this study was to find out what did happen to 
these thirty-two babies during the time they were cared for in 
their new adoptive homes prior to the formal legal adoptive hear-
ing* Usually this period of time would be twelve months unless 
it were shortened by mutual planning between tho agency and the 
foster parents in order to meet some special need* 
In the case study process* fifteen children out of the 
thirty-two were found to have developed some kind of Illness or 
problem which did not exist or was not in evidence at the time 
of placement* Eleven of the babies, or approximately one-third 
of the group* had no illness at any time during the first four-
teen months of life* Also, the study gave evidence that many 
problems which were noted at the time of placement, healed or 
modified spontaneously without special medical care* These 
findings could lend support to expectations of good health for 
young babies placed early in their adoptive homes* 
29. 
30 
Five Cases in nhich the Problem 
or Illness at tho irime of Placement 
Vfe3 Followed by Additional hroblems 
after Placement — - -
The following five cases were mentioned in the previous 
chapter as those who had some problem at the time of placement* 
They are briefly described here as exainples of children who pre-
sented more than the usual number of difficulties during the 
first year of life* 
Case # 19-57. Baby Girl had an umbilical 
hernia at the time of placement* The hernia 
healed spontaneously but the child developed an 
allergy to oranges. This was handled by eliminat-
ing the food* 
Case # 20-57. Baby Girl also had an um-
bilical hernia at the time of placement and later 
had difficulty with a tight rectal sphincter* 
Both sphincter and hernia modified without treat-
ment* 
Case // lh-56* Baby Boy f who wa3 born with 
"Shoemaker's Chest", managed to swallow an open 
safety pin* 7/ith medical advice fron the family 
physician and considerable concern on the part of 
the new parents, the pin was recovered three days 
later in the feces* 
Case // 12-5^• Baby Girl had suffered with 
skin allergy at the time of placement* Soon after 
becoming a part of her new family she developed 
persistent colds. She did not seem to develop at 
the same rate as the older footer sister whose 
record had been kept meticulously by the adoptive 
mothor. Relatives of the family remarked, "This 
baby may be a lemon". It was not until the child 
was over nine months old that she began to compare 
favorably with the accomplishments of the older 
sister at a similar age. The social -worker in her 
visits gave support to the parents by her sug-
gestions that all babies do not develop at the 
same rate and that each child needed appreciation 
for itself. The adoption was completed at the re-
quest of the parents who had become very fond of 
the "two daughters" * HoYfever, the record made note 
of the mother's statement, "I certainly wouldnft 
want another child, my hands are full with two". 
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Case § 11-56* Baby Girl suffered with food 
allergy at tho time of placement* Later she was 
found to have Bilateral Metatarsus Varus and 
Tibial Tortion (Pigeon-Toed). Orthopedic treatment 
was recommended by the family doctor who referred 
the child to a specialist* Casts were placed on 
the legs when the baby was four and one-half months 
old* Six weeks later when they irere removed the 
child not only preferred to stand most of the time 
but soon learned to walk and completely missed the 
crawling stage* She seemed to be accellerated in 
speech and general ability* The family felt that 
she was an excellent match for her older brother 
-who had also been adopted through the agency* The 
allergy which had been evident at time of placement 
soon disappeared* 
In addition to the problems faced by the parents of the 
above mentioned children, there were ten other sets of parents who 
had troubles to face after placement which were not in evidence or 
were not anticipated at the time of placement* 
Among these additional ten cases with problems which de-
veloped after placement were measles, persistent colds, food 
allergy and one case of pink eye* Ono child in the group who had 
appeared normal at birth was found to be Mongoloid* Two babies, 
both boys, required extensive hospitalization and medical care 
for their problems. One child was treated for diarrhea and the 
other baby boy was hospitalized for the removal of a growth in 
tho urethra. 
In the cases of these two baby boys who required hospitali-
zation, there was not only the stress of tho illness but the trauma 
of separation from their new parents -which caused unhealthy re-
sponses on the part of each. The children felt deprived, deserted, 
and fearful while the parents suffered frox feeling of anxiety, 
guilt and fear. They becane overly protective of the ill child. 
32. 
Problems and Illnesses Number of Cases 
Total 32 
Food Allergy 3 
Tight Sphincter 1 
Swallowed Safety Pin 1 
Orthopedic Problem 1 
Slow Physical Development 1 
Measles 3 
Persistent Colds 3 
Pink fy* 1 
Mongolism 1 
No Problems 17 
In all fifteen cases where problems developed after place-
ment there was no instance of marked rejection on the part of the 
All were helped to recover from their unhappy experiences through 
casework service by the agency social v/orker* There was no evidence 
that these parents held any regrets about having assumed responsi-
bility in caring for their children, in fact, each of these parents 
continued to be enthusiastic about having a tiny baby for adoption 
and wished to apply as soon as possible for "another little onen* 
Table 10 
INCIDENCE OF PROBLEMS AND ILLNESSES SHICH DEVELOPED OR BECAME 
EVIDENT AFTER PLACEMENT OF THIRTY-TWO INFANTS* 19$k THROUGH 
1957 
33. 
*See Case # 12-56 described on p. 30* 
adoptive parents. With the exception of the little p;irl who was 
found to be llonproloid, all the babies were legally adopted by 
their new parents. The children received much love and affection 
as evidenced by the fact that there were many references to the 
identification of the child with members of the family. In all 
cases, medical care and treatment were forthcoming with full co-
operation on the part of the adoptive parents. With the one ex-
ception of the family who had some difficulty in accepting the 
little girl who did not measure up to all the accomplishments of 
an older sister at a comparable age, each family was ready and 
willing to apply for another very young infant. 
The study of these fifteen babies who developed illnesses 
and problems after placement, also produced no evidence that any 
of these problems could have been anticipated from medical or 
background history on the child. Findings include material for 
the assumption that it would seem well for prospective adoptive 
parents to be prepared to accept most everything or anything in 
the way of illnesses or problems in their child even though the 
baby may be perfect at the time of placement. 
A caution may be in order from the study of Case Kumber 
twelve ~ fifty-six.^ It might be wise to give careful evaluation 
to any family who shows an unusual interest in keeping of detailed 
records on a child1 s development with the tendency to make compari-
sons with other children in the family. If such a family were 
3h. 
approved for a second child, a batyjr of the apposite sex might 
fare better in the home* 
CHAPTER VII 
ONE SPECIAL CASE, A MONGOLOID CHILD 
This case lias been made the subject of special study be-
cause it represents the unusual in child adoption agency experience. 
Of particular interest was the fact that the adoptive parents, who 
suffered much as the result of this unfortunate circumstance, could 
recognize and verbalise the thought that such a child as this one 
might have been born to them. They were willing to care for the 
child indefinitely if such a plan wero best for the baby. 
Case # 10 - Female 
Baby Girl was born in a maternity home where 
her mother was given excellent care and counselling 
by an agency worker before the birth of the child. 
The child's mother was an attractive, intelligent 
young woman who had plans to continue her college 
work when possible to do so. She had fallen in 
love with a young man of rather high aspirations 
who wished to complete his education for a pro-
fessional degree before he should marry and assume 
family responsibilities. He acknowledged paternity 
of the unborn child and shared the mother's concern 
that the baby be placed in an adoptive home where 
higher education would be encouraged. 
V/hen the baby was born she was a full term well 
developed dainty looking little girl who weighed 
five pounds, nine and one-half ounces. Tho 
natural parents asked the agency to assume re-
sponsibility for the baby and the child v/as 
placed in a boarding home as soon as the mother 
was released from the maternity home. The baby 
was first examined by the staff pediatrician when 
the child was sixteen days of age. She was found 
35* 
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to be a well developed, white* female child with 
no infections and no anomoliee* 
The boarding mother was especially fond of the child 
and described her as a delicate feminine looking 
baby. She was pleased when told that the baby could 
go into early placement. The staff physician ap-
proved the bafcy for adoptive placement when the child 
was twenty-three days old. Since legal starrender had 
been completed there was nothing to retard an early 
placement except the choice of a home for the baby. 
In choosing a home, the chief concern was to find 
one which might be comparable to one which the child 
might have had if her parents had chosen to marry and, 
care for the baby. A professional man's family was 
decided upon and the prospective new parents were ad-
vised that the child was less than six weeks old and 
had not been given a psychological tost. A tentative 
plan was suggested whereby an appointment would be 
made for a test at a later date unless for some reason 
the new parents chose not to request it. 
Baby Girl . was placed with her new family when 
she was thirty-six days old. She wras a lovely look-
ing child in her fancy clothing provided by her new 
mother and daddy. Soon after reaching her new home 
she was observed and admired by friends and relatives 
who remarked about her attractiveness. The family 
doctor assured the young couple that they had re-
ceived "a very fine baby*. 
Due to weather conditions, no supervisory visit was 
made in the home until the child wras about three 
months old. The baby had doubled her weight but 
there was something wrong. The baby could not hold 
up her head. The parents remarked about this fact 
but explained that their family doctor had suggested 
that they not be concerned about It since children 
develop at different rates and they should not feel 
compelled to compare their baby with other children 
of similar age. 
When the worker returned to the agency office her 
report statedi "Child felt limp* Is not normal. 
Hands and feet appear stubby* tongue lolls. Child 
persists in lying in frog like position much of the 
time." 
Personal contact was made with the family physician 
who admitted that he had not shared his findings 
37. 
with the family because he hoped that his diagnosis 
of Mongolism would be incorrect. 
Another visit was made to the adoptive home at which 
time the findings of the social worker and the family 
physician were shared with the foster parents. At 
first they were shocked but then they began to accept 
the fact that they had been denying to themselves that 
they knew that their baby was ttnot right" • They in-
quired what might be best for the child. They loved 
the baby very much and offered to adopt her and pro-
vide whatever was needed in the way of care. 
The agency recommended that an appointment be mad**, 
for a psychological test and if the findings con-
curred with the present appraisal of the problem, 
the baby should be returned to the agency who in 
turn could plan for institutional care as needed. 
The test was made by the psychologist and the find-
ings were Mongolism with much mental retardation*. 
The baby was returned to the agency immediately 
following the examination. 
This experience was quite sobering for all concerned. The 
agency tried to assure the couple that they had been good parents 
for the child because they had met the needs of the baby* The 
foster parents were broken hearted for a period of time and then 
made application for another child, indicating their choice for 
a very young infant. 
Staff members of the agency asked themselves and each 
other, 11 How could it happen? Bow could a child of five weeks 
appear so normal and later show Mongoloid characteristics?11 The 
records were searched for possible clues. The background informa-
tion was reviewed. The natural parents were not contacted but the 
worker who knew the mother was questioned about any information 
which she might have failed to record. 
The baby's placement worker was able to remember that the 
38. 
^Wichita Child Guidance Center Report, May 2, 1956, in-
cluded in case file ID # 10*56. 
child had seemed a bit different and "flopped" on the bed during 
the preparation for placement. The child had been 30 small that 
the worker had attributed the actions to immature development and 
had not recorded this observation in the oaee file. 
Obviously no one person had "made a mistake"« The psycho-
logist offered the information that, "at times it is difficult to 
1 
diagnose such a condition prior to four or five months of age*. 
Summary 
This case can be listed as an example of a good family-
background which did not produce a "perfect baby*. A second ob-
servation can be made that a team, including doctor, nurse, social 
worker and supervisors was not able to determine, accurately, the 
needs of a child at two months of age or less. Third, 1% may be 
noted that the adoptive parents in this case did not need to be 
protected from truths about their child, and they were willing and 
able to provide what was needed for the child. A fourth observa-
tion corroborates the statement of the psychologist that Mongolism 
cannot always be determined prior to four or five months of age* 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUWSAffir AND FINDINGS 
This study of thirty-two early infant adoptive place-
ments by the Kansas Children's Service League during tho period 
195h through 1957 has been a means of producing a comprehensive 
picture of what has happened within the agency *s program and 
practice concerning early adoption. Prior to 29$k* no early 
placements had been made by the agency. 
Early adoption, for the purpose of this study, was de-
fined as i The placement of a young child by an adoptive agency 
with foster adoptive parents when the baby is two calendar months 
or less in age and has not been given a psychological test#^ 
The circumstance of each child within this group was 
2 
found to meet all criteria for early placement* 
The stated purpose for this study was fourfold* (1) to 
explore evidence for recommendation and caution regarding early 
placement. (2) to observe health problems which developed before 
and after the time of placement. (3) to note significant rela-
tionships concerning the age of the child at the time of the first 
*See Chapter I. p. 1 Definition. 
See footnote 8, Chapter I, p. I» Criteria, 
39. 
to. 
medical examination, the approval for adoption, and the adoptive 
placenont, and (h) to initiate a study which could be continued 
over an extended period of time for the purpose of follow up 
3 
studies regarding agency practice in adoption* 
Findings from this study of thirty-two early adoptive 
placements provide evidence that out of thirty-two placements 
only ono failed to be consummated by legal adoption. In this one 
case, the child was removed from the home after there were findings 
of Mongolism. However, the family was not discouraged by their 
unhappy experience. They soon applied again for another child in-
dicating their desire to have one "as young as possible"• 
With one exception, that of the little girl who DID not 
measure up to all the early expectations of tho family, each child 
in this group was accepted, loved, given excellent medical care AS 
needed and was quickly identified with the family. Each child be-
came AN Important member of a new family constellation. 
Due to the limited number of CASES included in this atucfcr, 
few generalisations can be made. Findings would SEEM to justify 
A recommendation for early placement, at least In so far as the 
attitudes of the new adoptive parents were concerned. 
No doubt tho agency should continue to be alert to the 
need for caution in determining the eligibility of each child for 
early placement planning. This study points out THE importance 
of THE observations of all persons caring for a child AND EX&*> 
P H A S I M S THE fact THAT adequate communication concerning THE FIND-
See Chapter H I , p. 9 Purpose» 
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ings by any one individual is imperative for maximum service to 
a child. 
The study of the incidence of health problems in these 
thirty-two cases tends to show that people who adopt children 
may ejcpect to experience considerable stress and strain as they 
try to care for their child through the first year of its life* 
Out of this group of so called normal babies* eleven had some ill-
ness or problem at time of placement. Of these eleven, five were 
found to have added to their troubles by the development of addi-
tional illnesses or problecns after placement. Oat of thirty-two 
cases there were fifteen babies who had problems or illnesses 
which developed or became evident after placement and prior to 
legal adoption* Only eleven of the thirty-two escaped without 
sane illness or particular problem during the first year of life* 
Although no control j*roup was used for this study, an 
assumption night be made that these thirty-two babies probably 
developed no more illnesses than do a similar number of babies 
who remain with their natural parents. If so, the adoptive 
parents "don't miss a thing" in their experience of rearing a 
family. They can feel on an equal with their neighbors who siay 
be struggling through the vicissitudes of being new parents to 
their own children. 
The findings and observations concerning the relative 
ages of the child at times of first medical examination, approval 
for adoption and placement were not very conclusive. There seemed 
to be no significant relationship between the age of the child at 
h2. 
the time of first examination and the age at time of placement. 
Recognition should be given to the fact that there must 
be a progression of events in the adoptive placement process which 
includes gaining authorization for tho first examination, followed 
by legal clearance of the child if found to be a suitable candidate 
for adoption. Shile a clioice of hor-ie for a child might be antici-
pated by the agency worker who is in contact with tl*e mother before 
the child is born, agency procedure usually includes the pooling 
of information about both child and prospective adoptive families 
when the actual choice of a home is made for a particular child 
and such things as "conferences* are timo consuming. AU these 
matters would preclude the placement of babies immediately follow-
ing birth. 
In thinking through the circumstances which may surround 
the steps in the adoptive process, a study was made of the lapse 
of time between the steps in order to determine any way or means 
which could be used to shorten the total time required for the 
entire process. More significant than the findings firom the study 
of the ages of the children at the time of each step was the in-
formation gained from the observations concerning the lapse of 
time between the stops of the adoption process. Findings indicat-
ed that the median time lapse between first examination and ap-
proval was fifteen days,*1 while the median time lapse between 
approval and placement was only fourteen days.** The sum of these 
**See Table 6, p. 21. 
^See Table 8, p. 22* 
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two medians approximates the findings of a median time lapse of 
6 
thirty-one days between first examination and placement. There-
fore, it would seem probable that if the first examination could 
be accounted for at an earlier age than tho current findings in-
dicate as the median age for first examination (17*5 days)1 then 
the age at time of placement could be substantially decreased and 
babies might have the opportunity to have "parente-for-ever* at a 
much earlier time and age. 
The special study of the Mongoloid child was thought pro-
voicing when considered as the "unusual" in child placement. How-
ever, when the case was considered as an example of something that 
can happen anywhere, that is, it could happen in the case of a child 
living in the home of natural parents, then it presented as many 
factors on the side of recommendation for early placement as it 
called forth cautions. Admittedly, this case was a traumatic ex-
perience for all concerned. Nevertheless, the child was the re-
cipient of much love and affection while in the adoptive home and 
was removed at the recommendation of the agency. The wisdom of 
this action might be debatable but was in conformance with agency 
policy at the time. Of more significance is the finding that the 
family receiving the handicapped child did not have to be protected 
from truths about the child and the foster parents were willing to 
6 
See Table 7, p» 22. 
Tsee Table 3, p. 18. 
See Mongoloid Child, Chapter VII, p, 35* 
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re~inveet themselves in another very young child with full 
cognizance of the unknowns of such an undertaking. 
In conclusion it can be stated that while the study of 
these thirty-two early adoptive placements may not have produced 
sufficient evidence to predict a high percentage of success In 
early placements, still there was minimum evidence which could 
be considered as a deterrent to early adoptive placement planning 
by the Kansas Childrenfs Service League. 
SCHEDULE FOR CASE STUDY 
H) 0 AGENCY CASE # 
Sox of child 
1. Child's name Birthdate 
2. Adoptive family Address ..„....̂ ..„„„.....„..̂  
3* Date of placement Age in days m m m m^ m m 0 m m^_ m^ 
U» Date mother of child was referred for service m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m 
£. Age of child *nhen first examined by staff pediatrician f days* 
6* Age of child when approved for adoption ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ days* 
7# Age of child at time of placement _________ days. 
8. What abnormalities were noted in the child at time of place-
ment? 
9. What illness or problems developed after the child was placed? 
10. Could any of these illnesses or problems have been anticipated 
from the background information on the child? Describe. 
11. Yfhat was the attitude of the adoptive parents toward these 
problems or illnesses which developed after placement? 
Describe. 
12. Was the adoption completed? Oivo dato. 
If not. why not? Explain. 
us. 
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